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this online educational program was developed in response to the needs of primary and secondary school teachers and students in western australia. students learn basic concepts of gambling, including how to identify and manage problem gambling, and the harms associated with gambling. the program provides teachers and students with a foundation of
knowledge in relation to gambling and a framework to support students to engage in appropriate and safe gambling practices. the program consists of two components: an online tutorial and a series of classroom activities. the tutorial provides teachers with an introduction to the basic concepts and ideas associated with problem gambling, including: types
of gambling, the characteristics of gamblers, the development and use of the dsm-5 criteria for pg, and common gambling problems and harms, as well as a reflection on the teacher's role as a bystander. the classroom activities include students producing and sharing a short video in which they discuss an experience or opinion regarding gambling. the
video then prompts the class to discuss and make recommendations on how to reduce the harms associated with gambling and on gambling policy. the video activity is intended to complement the tutorial by providing students with an opportunity to practice and reflect on their own behaviour and experience. the video activity also provides teachers with
an opportunity to discuss their students social and emotional wellbeing and the role they play in supporting their students to make responsible choices. the program also includes an online resource centre that provides teachers with further information on gambling, problem gambling, the dsm-5, and links to australian gambling policy and government
websites.
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for children in this study, the prevalence of previous experience with sports betting was very high. a quarter of children who reported gambling on sport the previous year had engaged in betting on sport. this prevalence of sports gambling behaviours was higher than in previous australian youth studies that mostly occurred prior to the introduction of
internet sports betting products, and more recent online sports betting studies have found similar prevalence levels of sports betting behaviours [ 4, 6, 16, 59 ]. given the popularity of online sports betting products and the proposed outcomes of this new technology, it is important for the outcomes of current and future studies to be directly compared with
this new product. given the potential harms associated with the widespread and promotion of these products, it is also important to consider the potential harms associated with the early introduction of betting on sports such as cricket, including their impact on the integrity of the sport, and to consider appropriate regulatory measures to minimise these

potential harms. the potential harms of sports betting are particularly relevant for children and adolescents who are attending schools where betting on sports is encouraged [ 4, 16 ]. in the current study, a third of children attending schools where betting on sports was encouraged had engaged in betting on sports in the previous year. among those children,
a quarter of them had engaged in betting on one or more sports. among the more frequent prior bettors, a quarter reported that they had bet on one or more sports but did not report betting on all sports. this suggests that the current policies regarding sports betting in schools may be encouraging some children to bet on sports that are not considered

appropriate, and may be influencing children to bet on sports that they are only partially aware of, or do not even like. 5ec8ef588b
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